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SUMMARY 
1. Triumph potatoes were planted on dry land in Box Butte county 
on four dates from mid-May to late June or early July, during six 
consecutive seasons. Data are presented concerning many phases in 
the development of the crop. During four years tubers of various 
planting dates were harvested on semi-monthly dates toward the end of 
the growing season. Weather data are summarized for the last five 
seasons. 
2. Plants emerged more quickly and the final stand of plants was 
greater with the earlier plantings (May and early June) than with the 
later plantings (mid- and late June). The former were practically 
mature by September 15, when the later-planted lots were hardly over 
20 per cent mature. 
3. Early blight caused serious damage to the May and early-June 
plantings when rainfall was high in the early part of the summer. 
Fusarium eumartii and F. oxysporum were most prevalent in the early 
plantings. In several seasons Rhizoctonia caused damage to late plant-
ings by late-season stern and stolon girdling. 
4. The number of sterns and tubers per hill generally increased as 
planting was delayed. Cool, moist weather at tuber-enlargement time 
increased the number of tubers. 
5. The heaviest tubers and highest percentage of heavy tubers were 
generally produced by early plantings when conditions were favorable 
in the early part of the summer and by late plantings when conditions 
were favorable either throughout the season or late in the summer. 
During late-summer dry weather, tubers from early plantings lost 
weight while still attached to the plants. 
6. The W / L and T / L ratios were consistently high for tubers from 
late plantings and low for those from early plantings. High soil tem-
perature, compact soils, periods of rapid growth following those of slow 
growth, and increase in tuber size all tended to decrease the W / L ratio. 
7. The highest percentage of growth cracks generally occurred with 
mid-June plantings. They were produced by good growing conditions 
following fairly short periods of unfavorable weather, while knobby 
tubers generally resulted from alternation of extreme conditions. 
8. Cracking at harvest time was generally most severe with the late-
planted tubers, but frequently conditions altering turgor pressure 
caused mature tubers to be subject to cracking. 
9. Common scab decreased in prevalence and severity as planting was 
delayed. This was apparently due to the effect of low temperatures in 
late August and September. Pitted scab was most prevalent in the 
early plantings. 
10. On a perfect-stand basis, early plantings were generally most 
productive unless killing frosts were very late or late-season growing 
conditions were very favorable. On a field basis the yields .were always 
highest with the earliest plantings because of the superior stands. 
11. The highest yields of scab-free, marketable-size tubers were pro-
duced by the late plantings in four out of six seasons. 
12. Tubers from late plantings lost more weight than those from 
early plantings. Scab infection accelerated the rate of weight loss. 

Tuber Development in Triumph Potatoes as 
Influenced by Time of Planting on Dry 
Land in Northwestern Nebraska 
H. 0. WERNER 
Triumph potatoes were planted on four different dates 
during six years in order to determine the best planting 
date on dry land in northwestern Nebraska, where this
variety is grown primarily for seed. Features considered 
in comparing the merits of these planting dates were: 
stand of plants; vine growth; disease prevalence; time of 
plant maturity; number, size, and shape of tubers; crack-
ing at harvest time; prevalence and severity of common 
scab; total yields and yields of various grades of potatoes 
from various harvesting dates; weight loss in storage; and 
duration of the dormant period. The experimental aspects 
dealing with the seed value of the potatoes grown in these 
plats will be reported in later publications. 
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND CLIMATIC CONDITIONS 
Location of plats and soil types used.-All plantings 
were made in Box Butte county at an altitude of about 
4,000 to 4,100 feet. The 1925 to 1929 trials were located 
on Rosebud silt loam and those of 1930 on Rosebud very fine 
sandy loam. These soils are typical of those upon which 
potatoes are extensively grown in northwestern Nebraska. 
Size and arrangement of plats.-In 1925 the plantings 
consisted of five adjacent rows of 100 hills each. In 1926 
five adjacent rows of 200 hills each were planted. In 1927 
and 1928 four plats distributed by a Latin square system, 
each plat consisting of 5 rows 4 rods long, were planted on 
each given date. In 1929 and 1930, 6 to 12 adjacent rows, 
each 17 rods long, were planted on each date. 
Soil preparation.-Each year (except 1930) all the soil 
was plowed just prior to the first planting. Consequently, 
hy the time the later plantings were made it was sometimes 
packed by heavy June rains to a greater extent than was 
desirable. This condition could not be entirely rectified 
even though a deep blind cultivation was given immediately 
after each planting. In 1930 the soil for the first two 
plantings was plowed on May 19, for the third on June 13, 
and for the fourth on June 20. 
Seed stocks.-A commercial lot of certified seed, prac-
tically free of virus diseases, was used in all plantings from 
1925 to 1929. Plants from this lot varied with regard to 
season of maturity. Some ripened very early, whereas 
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others were still green when killed by frost or when har-
vested in late September or early October. In 1930 a 
very uniform medium-early line of tuber-indexed seed 
stock was used. Throughout the entire six-year period the 
virus disease in these plantings (according to field observa-
tions and greenhouse readings of sample tubers indexed 
during the winter or planted in the South) never exceeded 
one per cent and was generally less than 0.3 per cent. No 
spindle tuber or mosaic (in any form except super-mild) 
was found in 1929 or 1930. 
The seed potatoes were stored in commercial farm potato 
cellars. During the various seasons the tubers were just 
heginning to sprout by the middle of May, by early June 
the sprouts were to ¼ inch long, by mid-June from ¼ 
inch to 3 inches long, and by late June or early July from 
¼ inch to 4 inches long. Sprouts were always rubbed off 
all tubers as they were cut for planting. The 1925-to-1927 
lots of seed were treated with mercuric bichloride at plant-
ing time, the 1928 and 1929 stocks were treated with hot 
formaldehyde during March, and the 1930 stock was not 
treated at all because of the very extensive sprouting of 
the potatoes. 
Planting dates.-Potatoes were planted on four dates. 
The first planting each year was made in May and is desig-
nated as A. Very few potatoes are planted at this time in 
commercial practice. The second planting, B-early June, 
was made at the time when commercial planting generally 
is beginning, the third planting, C-mid-June, about the 
middle of the planting season, and the fourth, D--late 
June or early July, at the very end of the planting season. 
Exact planting dates for each year are given in Table 1. 
TABLE 1.-Date of planting during each of the six years 
Year A-May 
1925 May 25 
1926 May 11 
1927 May 14 
1928 May 10 
1929 May 27 
1930 May 20 
B-Early 
June 
June 5 
June 5 
June 1 
June 5 
June 7 
June 1 
I I ' D-Late June 
C-Mid-June \ or early July 
June 15 July 3 
June 17 July 6 
June 16 July 1 
June 22 July 3 
June 17 June 29 
June 17 June 27 
Harvesting methods.-In order to obtain detailed infor-
mation concerning tuber production and development, in-
dividual plants were harvested on different dates from each 
planting-date group in 1926, 1928, 1929, and 1930. On 
each date four sets of the same number of plants were dug 
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in different parts of the block planted on each date, so as 
to equalize soil variation. Only those plants were dug that 
were apparently healthy and adjacent to other hills in the 
row-that is, not adjacent to a vacant space. Yields from 
such plants represent a field having a perfect stand. Notes 
were taken on each hill concerning the degree of maturity, 
the number of stems, the weight of each tuber, the severity 
of any scab on each tuber, and growth cracks and knob-
biness. With some lots, the length, width, and thickness 
of each tuber was measured. Additional details on the 
method of securing information on scab, maturity, and 
other characteristics are given under those headings. Not 
all of these phases were studied every year; this accounts 
for some gaps in tables. 
Each year potatoes were also harvested from the plats 
by commercial methods. Stands were irregular in these 
plats and yields were lower than from individual plants, 
but were typical of commercial conditions. 
In determining the duration of the dormant period of 
the harvested tubers, greenhouse plantings of 30 to 100 
representative seed pieces were made at intervals from 
October to April. The results from some of these tests 
have been reported by the author in Nebraska Research 
Bulletin 57, The Efject of Maturity and the Ethylene Chlor-
T ABLE 2.-Precipitation and mean temperature at Alliance 
Year I May I June I July I Aug. I Sept. I Oct. Season I June 1. 
Sept. 30 
Total precipitation ( inches) 
1925 2.52 4.07 1.84 1.42 0.33 3.24 13.42 7.66 
1926 3.86 3.37 2.80 1.60 0.19 1.15 13.47 8.46 
1927 3.29 3.40 0.91 3.30 1.26 0.64 12.80 8.87 
1928 3.95 3.701 3.77 1.06 1.11 1.08 14.67 9.64 
1929 2.10 2.20 1.57 1.15 3.23 1.79 12.04 8.15 
1930 5.62 0.89 2.23 3.21 1.96 2.29 16.20 8.29 
--
33-yr. av. 2.79 2.82 I 1.71 I 1.70 I 1.06 I 1.06 I 11.14 I 7.29 
Mean monthly temperature ( degrees F.) 
1925 59.71 67.41 73.51 69.5 61.6 39.4 61.8 68.1 
1926 61.0 66.31 72.0 71.9 55.4 52.61 63.1 66.5 
1927 54.8 62.8 70.4 66.4 59.5 51.0 61.0 65.1 
1928 58.8 60.41 70.7 69.2 57.7 47.5 60.9 64.4 
1929 52.6 64.4 73.6 74.0 54.4 48.5 61.3 66.7 
1930 52.6 65.2 75.6 71.6 59.0 45.8 61.7 68.1 
-----
--
28-yr. av. 54.!J 65.7 71.7 70.7 60.2 47 .1 61.6 67.3 
'Alliance data not available. Those recorded are from Scottsbluff records. 
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hydrin Seed Treatment on the Dormancy of Triumph Pota-
toes. 
Climatic conditions.-The daily temperatures and pre-
cipitation as reported from Alliance by the U. S. Weather 
Bureau for the period from May 1 to October 31 in the 
years 1926 to 1930 inclusive are shown in Figure 1, and a 
monthly summary, together with the average precipitation 
and mean temperature for 33 years, is presented in Table 
2 (including 1925 data). When the data from Alliance 
were missing for occasional short periods, those from Scotts-
FIG. 1.-Daily temperature and rainfall at Alliance between May 1 and 
October 31 for each year from 1926 to 1930. 
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bluff, which is about 45 miles west and south, were sub-
stituted. Most of these substitutions were for temperature. 
Temperatures tend to be a trifle higher and rainfall lower 
at Scottsbluff than at Alliance . Much climatic variation 
occurred during the six years of this test. No two years 
were very similar. The most important facts about each 
season are discussed briefly and comparisons are made of 
the weather occurring each year with the long-time aver-
ages for each month. A 33-year average on rainfall and a 
28-year average on temperature are available from Alli-
ance. 
In 1925 there was an abundance of moisture during 
June (44 per cent above average) and in early July . The 
rainfall in August and September was 84 and 69 per cent 
below average. The temperature was high in May and 
about 2.5 per cent above average in each month until 
October, except August, which was 0.7 per cent below the 
average. The temperature was relatively low when one 
considers the low precipitation at the end of the summer. 
In 1926 the precipitation during May, June, and July 
was 28, 20 , and 64 per cent respectively above the long-
time average, but in August and September it was 6 and 
82 per cent respectively below. For the entire period from 
June 1 to September 30 it was 16 per cent above the aver-
age The rainfall occurred in four principal periods and 
then in heavy showers in early May, mid-June, early July, 
and mid-August. Planting conditions were good, but 
drouth conditions prevailed most of the time from about 
July 10 to the end of the season. The temperature was 
above normal from May 1 to September 1. September was 
8 per cent cooler than normal, thus reducing the June 1-to-
September 30 temperature 1.2 per cent below normal. A 
hail storm on August 16, which destroyed 99 per cent of 
the tops, and a freeze on September 24 rendered this a 
most unusual season. 
In 1927 the growing-season rainfall was 21.7 per cent 
above average-18, 21, 94, and 19 per cent above average 
in May, June, August, and September respectively, while 
in July it was 47 per cent below average. Rainfall was 
fairly well distributed, but from about July 10 to August 
20, although the plants did not suffer severely, moisture 
was inadequate for good tuber development. During 
planting time there was frequently an excessive amount of 
rain. The soil was very hard, dry, and cloddy at digging 
time as a result of a driving rain on August 20 and 21, 
which was followed by three weeks of hot, dry weather. 
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The temperature was 3.3 per cent below average from 
June 1 to September 30 and during each month it was also 
below average. The coolest and wettest August during 
the six years occurred in 1927. The first killing frost 
occurred September 20. A rain and snow storm at the end 
of September improved soil conditions for late digging. 
In 1928 the growing-season rainfall was the heaviest of 
any of the six seasons, having been 32.2 per cent above 
average. The numerous heavy rains during June made 
planting difficult and were responsible for many poor 
stands because they packed the soil and prevented proper 
soil aeration. June and July were very rainy but about 
August 1 a severe drouth period began and continued 
until September 18. The soil was again hard, dry, and
cloddy at digging time. The temperature was the lowest 
for the six years. During June it was 8 per cent below 
average. 
In 1929 the rainfall was from 8 to 32 per cent below 
average every month until September, when it was 205 per 
cent above average because of a period of rainy, snowy, 
cold weather between September 2 and 8. Decidedly 
drouthy conditions prevailed through most of June and 
continued till September 2, with only slight periods of 
relief when rains of slight effectiveness occurred on July 
8 and August 6. Soil conditions were satisfactory through-
out the season for all except very late plantings and were 
very good at digging time. The temperature was below 
average in May and June (4 and 2 per cent) but rose to 
2.6 and 5.7 per cent above average in July and August. 
The 1929 September was the coldest one in the six years-
54.4 ° F., or 9.6 per cent below average. The first half of 
the month averaged about 2.5 degrees lower than the last 
half. 
In 1930 the monthly rainfall was from 30 to 116 per 
cent above the average throughout the entire period ex-
. cept in June, which was 68 per cent below average. The 
light June rainfall was effectively distributed in two 
showers so that the only plantings that suffered because of 
dry soil were those made during the last 10 days of the 
month. The rainfall occurred at fairly regular intervals 
throughout the season. The temperature was above aver-
age in July and August. July was the warmest of any 
month during the entire six years. The warmest period 
occurred from July 1 to 10. Hot weather was beginning 
to be serious when the situation was relieved by two rains, 
both of which reduced the temperature slightly. The most 
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serious period of stress occurred during the end of July and 
early part of August and was definitely broken by rains 
occurring at frequent intervals after August 10. 
RES UL TS OF THE EXPERIMENTS 
PLANT DEVELOPMENT 
Plant emergence.-The early plantings emerged most 
slowly (Table 3) because of lower temperatures (Table 2) 
and more dormant conditions of the seed tubers. Slightly 
over three weeks were required for half of the seed pieces 
of the May plantings, and about two and one-half weeks 
for the early and mid-June plantings, and generally two 
weeks for the late-June or early-July plantings. (The time 
required for emergence of half of the plants is considered 
a good measure of vigor and speed of growth.) In each 
year there was considerable variation in the time of 
emergence because of weather conditions. 
The final stand of plants was a lmost invariably best with 
the May plantings, averaging 93 per cent for the five-year 
period, compared with 79.5 per cent with the late plantings 
(Table 3) . 
TABLE 3.-Five-year means (1926-1930) for days for emer-
gence, final stand, number of stems, and estimated matur-
ity at end of growing season 
Plan tin g t ime 
A-Mid-May ........ 
B-Early June .. .... 
C-Mid-June ........ 
D- Late June ........ 
I Days for I emergence of p la nts from 50 per cent of 
see.-J n ieces 
Mean 
number 
23.8 
17.4 
17.8 1 
15.8 
Mean fi nal 
stand of 
pla n ts 
P. ct. 
93.o 
92.7 
88.2 
79.5 
I Stems per seed p iece 
Mean 
number· 
2.97 
3.37 
3.27 ' 
3.86 
I Mean of estimated maturity by 
mid-Sep tember 
P. ct. 
93 
76 
36 
16 
1 The m ean data for t his date are out of line, p rincip ally because t h e 1928 p lant ing 
w as made wh en t h e soil was too wet . 
Height of plants.- In 1927 the height of 100 plants of 
each planting date was recorded at about 10-day intervals 
from time of emergence until the plants ceased to increase 
in height (Fig. 2). The shape of the growth curves is 
practically the same for all planting dates. The period of 
increase in height, as measured from the time half the 
plants had emerged until height growth practically ceased, 
varied from 34 to 43 days. The maximum height increased 
as planting was delayed. The low July rainfall and high 
temperatures were detrimental to the growth of the May 
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FIG. 2.- Growth rate of potato plants when planted on various dates in 
1927. 
plantings, causing early termination. The ample August 
rainfall and declining temperature favored the continued 
vegetative growth of the later plantings. 
In 1928 the May planting produced the largest vines and 
the July planting the smallest, because of the effect of the 
abundant June and July rainfall upon the former and the 
injurious effect of the low August and September rainfan 
upon the latter. In 1929 and 1930 the vines of the early 
plantings were relatively small because of unfavorably; 
high July and August temperatures both seasons and, 
in 1929, the occurrence of a prolonged summer drouth. 
Favorable moisture and temperature, especially during 
September in both years, caused heavy vine growth with 
the late plantings, but was too late for the early plantings, 
which were too mature to profit by these favorable con-
ditions. 
Occurrence of disease.-The common early blight 1 was 
prevalent to a serious extent in 1927; vines of all plantings, 
but especially the earlier ones, were severely injured. In 
1928 the vines of the May and early-June plantings were 
seriously damaged by the disease during late July and 
early August, but during the dry weather in August and 
September the disease was not serious with the late plant-
Alternaria solani ( E and M) Jones and Grout. 
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ings. In 1930, a season especially favorable for early 
blight during July and August, much damage was done 
during August to the early plantings, causing the early 
death of the vines. However, the low temperatures during 
late August and September were unfavorable to the early 
blight organism and very favorable for the growth of 
potato plants; consequently the late plantings were dam-
aged very little. Fusarium wilt, both F. eumartii Carp. and 
F. oxysporwm Schlecht, frequently were serious in the early 
plantings but never in the late plantings. The amount of 
infection varied from year to year. 
Vine maturity at harvest time.-During most seasons the 
vines from May plantings were practically ripe by the 
middle of September (Table 3). In fact most of the vines 
from early plantings (A and B) were dead before Sep-
tember 1. The vines of the early-June plantings (B) 
matured almost as quickly. The mid-June plantings (C) 
were generally quite immature by mid-September, at which 
time the late-June or early-July plantings (D) showed but 
few indications of maturity. Maturity of the early plant-
ings was frequently hastened by early blight, which was 
seldom serious with late plantings. 
', 
A PLA [0 MAY 20 
B PLA TEO JUNE I 
CD J UN ( 17 
---
. 
NVMBCR Of" STCM $ PCR Pl.ANT 
FIG. 3.- Percentage of pla nts with various given number s of stems when 
planted on four dates in 1930. 
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The maturity of the tubers, from the commercial stand-
point, was closely correlated with the maturity of vines. 
The tubers from the first two plantings were always quite 
mature and were not damaged much by handling, whereas 
the tubers of late plantings were immature and easily dam-
aged in harvesting. 
Stems per seed piece.-With each delay in planting there 
·was generally an increase in the number of stems per seed 
piece (Table 3). Favorable conditions in some seasons 
caused a n increase in the number of stems. This increase 
was largely the result of a decline in apical dominance 
during the prolonged storage period, as indicated by t he 
general increase in these later plant ings in the number of 
plants having three, four, or more stems per seed piece 
(Fig. 3). Within any one lot of seed potatoes, t here was 
an increase in the number of stems and a correlated in-
crease in the number of tubers per hill and in the tota l 
weight of tubers per hill , such as was apparent in the case 
of the June 17, 1930, planting as shown in Table 4. 
TUBER DEVELOPMENT 
Tubers per hill.-With delay in planting there was com-
monly an increase in the m ean total number of tubers per 
hill in years when there was an abundant moisture supply 
at the end of the growing season, as in 1929 and 1930 
(Table 5). When moisture was abundant early in the 
season but deficient at the end, as in 1928, the number of 
tubers was greatest with the earliest plantings and lowest 
with the late plantings. In 1929 the early-June (B) plant-
ing produced the lowest number of tubers per plant, prob-
ably because the growth was stimulated very early in the 
season (1.2 inches of rainfall on June 1, Fig. 1), and during 
T ABLE 4.-Mean number of tu bers and weight per hill pro-
duced by 100 hi lls from June 17 planting harvested Octo-
ber 1 , 1930 
Stems per 
hi11 
Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
I 
I 
Hills with I \ 
. b T b h "ll Mean weight of g iven nurn er u ers per 1 tubers per hill 
of stems 
Number Mean number 
I 
I Grams 
8 2.75 413 
43 3.83 700 
25 5.28 780 
11 6.09 782 
6 8.17 1,166 
5 9.20 1,280 
1 15.00 1,600 
1 9.00 1,500 
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the hot, dry weather the plants were too large to be able 
to build up food reserves for tuber formation. Then before 
the cool weather of September arrived the plants were too 
mature to respond (Table 5). With the two later plantings 
TABLE 5.-Mean number of tubers per hill from each plant-
A 
B 
C 
D 
ing date during three years ( all lots harvested in early 
October) 
Planting I
ll Total number of tubers 
time 1 I 1928 I 1929 I 1930 
.. .... .......... 6.42 4.01 5.11 
·· ·· ···· ·· ······ 
6.94 3.09 5.11 
................ 5.23 4.11 5.19 
................ 5.54 4.96 8.39 
Tubers weighing more than 
75 grams 
1928 I 1929 I 1930 
2.79 1.84 3.13 
1.77 1.16 3.08 
0.91 1.11 3.66 
1.00 1.67 4.95 
1 A represents May; B. early June; C, mid-June; and D late June. 
the tops were smaller and more able to store up a reserve 
so as to produce more tubers even by August 16. 
In the June 27 planting in 1929 and 1930 an invasion of 
Rhizoctonia 2 girdled the stems and caused the production 
of an abnormally large number of small tubers. High 
temperatures were commonly associated with low rainfall 
and low temperatures with high rainfall; consequently 
some of these differences with regard to the numher of 
tubers per plant were probably due to temperature as well 
as to moisture. 
The number of marketable-size tubers (over 75 grams) 
tended to decline as planting was delayed. Important ex-
ceptions occurred in the case of some late plantings as a 
result of favorable weather at the end of the season. 
The number of tubers per plant was much greater in 
some seasons than in others. During 1928, when moisture 
conditions were favorable early in the season, and in 1930 
when they were reasonably favorable throughout th1c sea-
son, the number of tubers per plant was greater than in 
1929, when there was a serious moisture deficiency until 
the very last month. 
The number of marketable-size tubers was greatest in 
1930. The favorable weather in September, 1929, caused 
the production of appreciably more marketable-size tubers 
per plant from the last two planting dates harvested on 
October 1 than were produced by comparable lots in 1928. 
The mean total number of tubers per hill was almost 
always as great at the time of the first harvesting (between 
Rhizoctonia solani Kuhn. 
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60 and 90 days after planting) as at the end of the season 
and frequently the mean total number of tubers was less 
at the end of the season than at some earlier harvesting 
date . The maximum number of tubers per hill was gen-
erally produced just prior to the attainment of complete 
vine maturity. Consequently with the early plantings the 
maximum number occurred in early September, ·while w ith 
lots planted late the maximum number was frequently not 
produced before the last harvesting date in late September 
or early October. The decline in number of tubers per 
plant was due to the shriveling of some of the littl e tubers 
as the vine matured or when soil moisture was deficient. 
There generally was a distinct tendency toward an in-
crease in the number per hill of tubers weighing 75 grams 
or more with each later harvesting date. In 1930, how-
ever, the maximum number of marketable-size tubers was 
attained September 1 with May 20 plantings, and Septem-
ber 16 with the June 1 and June 17 plantings, whil e only 
the June 27 planting continued to increase the number of 
marketable tubers until the last harvesting date, October 2 . 
This indicates, as do other data, that in this favorable sea-
son crop increases were secured by increases in the size of 
the largest tubers, that these may have absorbed some of 
the materials out of the smaller tubers or may have in-
hibited the growth of such tubers, and that while the latter 
were maturing on the vines they lost moisture and some of 
them dropped below 75 grams in weight. The distribution 
of the plants with regard to the number of tubers produced 
varied, very much the same as regarding the number of 
stems per plant. 
Mean weight per tuber.-The tubers from the earlier 
plantings were generally heavier than those from the later. 
plantings. In the unusually favorable season of 1930 the 
later plantings produced heavier tubers than the earlier 
plantings, the order of the plantings harvested October 1 
having been June 17, June 27, June 7, and May 20 (Fig. 4). 
The mean weight per tuber harvested a given number of 
days after planting was greater with late- than with early-
planted stocks in years which had favorable tuber-develop-
ment conditions at the end of the season, as in 1929, or 
throughout the season, as in 1930 (Fig. 4). When climatic 
conditions were favorable early and unfavorable late, as in 
1928, the early-planted stocks (A and B) produced the 
heaviest tubers in any given number of days. In six years 
the heaviest tubers were produced during the year which
was favorable throughout the greatest period of time 
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FIG. 4.-Relation between length of time plants were in field when 
planted on various dates during three different seasons and mean 
weight per tuber. Lot A was planted in late May, B in early June, 
C in mid-June, and D in late June or early July . Lot 1 was har-
vested in mid-August, Lot 2 in early September, Lot 3 in mid-Sep-
tember, and Lot 4 in late Se,ptember or early October. , For exact 
dates, see Figure 5. 
(1930). The mean weight per tuber was greater on each 
harvesting date than on any prior harvesting date, except 
in 1928 w hen there was a decrease in mean t uber weight, 
during late August and early September in t h e May-planted 
(A) stock which matured very early that year. 
Distribution according to weight of tubers.-The earlier
plantings at any given harvest date commonly produced 
the highest percentage of tubers weighing over 75 grams 
(Fig. 5). In 1930, however, by September 1 the later plant-
ings had produced the higher percentage of marketable-
size tubers. As the growing season advanced, the percent-
age of seed-size tubers (51 to 225 grams) harvested from 
any one planting date increased with but few exceptions. 
In 1928 and possibly also 1930 (differences being slight 
that year) the maximum percentage of large tubers was 
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PERCENTAGE OF TUBERS OF VARIOUS SIZES 
DATE Pt.ANTED 
LOT NUMBER 
1928 
CROP 
1929 
CROP 
1930 
CROP 
-.t. bo 
.... 
PRODUCED FROM LOTS PLANTED ON DIFFERENT DATES 
BASIS OF TOTAL WEIGHT 
0 
z 
) 
.. I 
I 
-'1 
)75-450 
301-375 
2~-300 
L51-2Z5 
76-LSO 
51-75 
26-.SO 
1-zs 
FIG. 5.-0ccurrence of tubers of various sizes, classified by percentage 
of total weight, when planted and harvested on different dates 
during three seasons. The figures adjacent to the legend indicate 
weight in grams. 
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TABLE 6.-Relation of time of planting to the distribution of 
sizes of tubers 
Planting I 
t ime1 
A 
--·······-
B 
-------··· 
C 
---·------
D 
--------· 
A 
------·----
B 
----------
C 
----------
D 
----------
A 
----------
B 
----------
C 
----------
D 
----------
A .......... 
B 
----------
C ...... .... 
D 
--- -------
1925 
P. ct. 
87.8 
83.4 
80.8 
87.8 
76.7 
81.5 
83.3 
83.4 
10.8 
8.5 
4.7 
5.7 
2.0 
6.9 
14.0 
7.9 
I 1926 I 1927 I""" 1928 I 1929 ~ P. ct. P. ct. P. ct. 
Seed size-51-225 grams 
97.7 79.8 85.0 83.5 
88.0 81.5 71.4 83.6 
97.4 76.6 47.0 74.7 
88.6 90.6 72.8 84.7 
U. S. No. 1 s ize-over 75 grams 
76.9 89 .8 60.4 73.4 
53.7 83.6 49.1 64.3 
68.6 88.4 29 .6 52.8 
4.3 61.5 35.4 58.6 
Small whole seed-26-50 grams 
2.3 2.5 13.4 8.4 
8.7 5.3 21.2 12.0 
2.6 2.7 31.6 18.5 
11.4 8. 7 22.8 11.3 
Over s ized tubers-over 225 grams 
0 12.7 0 8.5 
3.3 13.2 2.9 0.9 
0 18.6 0 1.8 
0 0.7 0 0 
1930 I Five-ye!'r 
r.aean-
P. ct. 
71.8 81.6 
61.8 76.3 
50.3 65.9 
53.4 77.9 
86.9 77.4 
88.2 73.3 
93.3 69.5 
89.4 65.7 
4.5 7.9 
4.0 10.2 
2.0 11.9 
4.5 10.6 
22.5 9.1 
32.7 11.3 
46.6 16.2 
40.5 9.8 
1A represents May ; B, early June; C, mid-June; and D, late June. 
Data f or 19 26 not included in five -year m ean . 
harvested from May plantings before the end of the season, 
that is, at about the date when the vines were maturing 
rapidly. 
The highest percentage of tubers of U.S. No. 1 size (over 
75 grams) was produced in 1930, followed by 1927, 1925, 
1929, 1928, and 1926 (Table 6). Drouth in 1928 and hail 
in 1926 prevented the development of a high percentage of 
large tubers. 
Individual weights of all tubers from the various planting 
dates at the several harvest dates were determined and 
the percentages falling within certain weight limits have 
been calculated. The weight classes used were (1) seed 
size, 51-225 grams; (2) U.S. No. 1 size, 75 grams or more; 
( 3) small seed size, 25-50 grams; ( 4) oversize, 225 grams 
or more; (5) culls, less than 25 grams. Detailed data are 
given in Table 6 and Figure 5. Barring the effects of un-
usual seasonal conditions such as hail in 1926 and drouth 
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NUMBER Of DAYS fROM PLANTING TO HARV[ST TIM[ 
FIG. 6.- Tubers weighing between 51 and 225 grams reported as per-
centage of total y ield harvested a given number of days after plant-
ing from lots planted on different dates during three years. Plant-
ing dates for A, B, C, and D were respectively May, early June, 
mid-June, and late June, while harvesting dates fo r 1, 2, 3, an d 4 
r espectively were mid-August, early September, mid-September, and 
late September or early October. 
in 1928 and disease such as Rhizoctonia in 1930, the gen-
eral conclusions to be drawn are as follows. 
The highest percentage of seed-size tubers (51-225 
grams) was generally produced by the earliest planting, 
followed by the latest planting, with the mid-June planting 
producing the lowest percentage (Table 6). Of the tubers 
harvested a given number of days after planting; the later-
planted lots always produced the highest percentage of 
tubers of seed size if climatic conditions w ere favorable 
for potato production during the latter part of the season, 
a s in 1929. When midsummer conditions were unfavorable 
the early plantings gave the highest percentage (1928) . 
As the growing season advanced the percentage of seed-
size tubers generally increased with each succeeding 
harvest date (Fig. 6). The decreases in 1930 were due to 
the production of oversize potatoes that season. 
The percentage of U.S. No. 1 size tubers (over 75 grams) 
was consistently high with the earlier plantings. With 
later plantings it varied considerably, being high in seasons 
having favorable growing conditions late in the season, and 
low if conditions were unfavorable (Fig. 5, Table 6). 
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The percentage of small whole-seed tubers (25-50 
grams) was lowest in the earliest plantings and increased 
with later plantings. It varied greatly from season to sea-
son, being especially high in the hot, dry seasons and low 
in the seasons of higher moisture. Oversize tubers (over 
225 grams) varied greatly from season to season. The 
mid-June and early-June plantings generally produced the 
highest percentages and except in unusual seasons the late-
June planting produced the lowest. Tubers of this size are 
undesirable because of greater susceptibility to cracking 
and mechanical injury at harvest time. When harvested 
late there was little difference in the percentage of culls-
but with early harvesting they became an important factor . 
In point of tuber size only, the early and late planting dates 
appear to have been more desirable than the customary 
mid-season dates. 
TABLE 7.- Mean W/ L, T/ L and W/ T percentage ratios for all 
tubers of given weight ranges harvested from lots planted 
on four different planting dates in 1929. Four hundred 
random-selected tubers from each planting date were 
calibrated. 
Date of planting 
Range 
of 
A-May 27 B-June 7 
weight W / L T / L W / T ' W / L T / L W/ T 
Gra1ns P. ct. P. ct. P. ct. P. ct. P . ct. P. ct. 
1- 25 108.9 ± 2.0 97.9 ± 1.7 111.2 103.4 ± 1.5 89.7 ± 1.6 115.3 
26- 50 102.1 ± 1. 2 91.3 ± 1.2 111.8 98.9 ± 1.l 86.9 ± 1.0 113.8 
51- 75 91.0 ± 0.9 82.8 ± 1.0 . 109.9 96.4 ± 1.l 86.7± 1.0 111.2 
76-100 91.6 ± 1.6 81.1 ± 1.4 112.9 90.7 ± 1.l 80 .6 ± 0.9 112.5 
101-125 80.7 ± 2.1 70.8 ± 1.9 114.0 88.8 ± 1.6 80.6 ± 1.6 110.2 
126-150 75.4 ± 2.7 69.0 ± 2.5 109.3 88.9 ± 2.2 76.7±1.7 115.9 
151-175 63.9 62.8 101.8 80.4 ± 2.4 70.3 ± 1.9 114.4 
176-200 78. 2 70. 7 110.6 107.0 84.5 126.6 
201-225 80.5 ± 9.7 70.8 ± 9.1 113.7 80.0 74.1 108.0 
Date of planting 
Range C-June 17 I D- June 29 of 
weight W / L I T/ L W / T W / L I T/ L I W / T 
Gra1ns P. ct. P. ct. P. ct. P. ct. P. ct. P. ct. 
1- 25 109.2± 1.6 102.8 ± 1.7 106.2 111.3 ± 1.6 97 .8± 2.0 113.8 
26- 50 108.7 ± 1.0 96.2 ± 1.0 113.0 114.1 ± 0.8 98.6 ± 0.7 115.7 
51- 75 111.2 ± 1.0 97.3 ± 1.0 114.3 111.6 ± 0.8 95.9 ± 0.9 116.4 
76-100 107.7 ± 1.l 91.0 ± 1.0 118.4 108.0 ± 1.0 91.3 ± 1.0 118.3 
--101-125 105.7 ± 1.2 93.0 ± 1.1 113.7 103.2 ± 1.4 86.5 ± 1.2 119.3 
126-150 105.8 ± 2.6 92.6 ± 2.4 114.3 100.4 ± 1.1 84.0 ± 1.3 119.5 
151-175 103.9 ± 1.3 90.2 ± 1.9 115.2 100.1 ± 2.6 85 .0± 2.9 117.8 
176-200 102.6 ± 4.4 87.2 ± 2.9 117.7 109.0 91.0 119.8 
201-225 94.1 ± 2.8 73.5 ± 2.8 128.0 
1 W / T calculated a s m ean W / L di vided b y m ean T / L. 
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Shape of tubers.-Each year the length and width of a 
number of potatoes harvested on the last planting date 
were measured as the potatoes were weighed individually. 
The ratio of the width to the length was then calculated 
for each tuber by the formula, W / L X 100, to express the 
relationship as a percentage ratio. Thickness and length 
were calculated on the same basis, that is T / L. With 
Triumph potatoes a short, blocky shape is considered t h e 
best. Hence, a high percentage ratio of width to length 
(W / L) is desirable. A value of 100 indicates a round 
tuber, over 100 a wide, good-type tuber, and less than 100 
an elongated, poor type. 
Preliminary tuber calibrations revealed a correlation be-
tween increased tuber weight and a decreased W /L ratio. 
The mean W / L, T / L, and W / T percentage ratios for all 
tubers of each 25-gram weight group harvested from t he 
four planting dates in 1929 are shown in Table 7. As 
tuber size increased, the W / L and T/ L percentage r atios 
decreased, indicating elongation. This condition occurred 
in all of the planting-date lots. Means based on all tubers 
of a lot may lead to erroneous conclusions if the tuber-size 
distribution is not quite similar. The fairest method of 
j udging environmental influence on tuber shape is to com-
pare ratios from tubers of similar size. 
There appears to be a slight tendency for the W / T per-
centage ratio to increase with the larger tubers. This in-
TABLE 8.-Average of W/ L percentage means of tubers of 
various weights from the four planting dates of each of 
five seasons-average based on five annual means---all lots 
harvested in early October 
Range of I 
tuber weight 
II 
1- 25 ............ .. 
26- 50 ............. . 
51- 75 ....... ...... . 
76-100 ........ .. ... . 
101-125 ............. . 
126-150 ... ....... ... . 
151-175 .. ........ ... . 
176-200 .. .... ..... .. . 
201-225 ............. . 
Weighted I 
mean .. ..... ....... l 
A-May 
P e?· cent 
105.2 
101.7 
99.5 
97.3 
94.9 
90.4 
89.1 
87.9 
86.8 
97.3 
Time of planting 
B-Early I I 
June C-Mid-June D-Late June 
Per cent \ Per cent I Per cent 
108.2 111.9 115.3 
100.4 108.7 110.2 
99.0 107.4 109.1 
95.9 104.7 106.3 
94.9 
92.6 
90.9 
101.1 103.7 107.5 
1 Seasons of 1925 to 1930, except 1926, which was omitted because of hail damag e. 
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dicates that as tubers became larger and longer they also 
became slightly flatter. The W / L and T/ L tendencies 
having appeared to be very similar, it was considered un-
necessary to use more than one ratio as a tuber-shape index 
and the W / L ratio was chosen as being most desirable. 
(See also Tables 8 and 9.) 
With each successively later planting date the W / L per-
centage ratio for each 25-gram group increased in almost 
every instance. The annual means for each size from the 
various planting dates are quite fairly represented by the 
five-year averages given in Table 8. According to these data 
the highest W / L of the May planting, 105 2 per cent with 
the 1-25-gram group, was lower than the lowest for the 
tubers from late-June planting, 106.3 per cent with the 76-
100-gram size. The mean W / L for all sizes is 10.5 per cent 
greater for the late-June planting than for the May plant-
ing. 
TABLE 9.- Classification of tubers of various sizes from two 
1927 planting dates according to whether W / L percentage 
is less or greater than 100 per cent 
Range of June 1 planting July 1 planting __ 
tuber weight W / L less I W / L more W/L less I W / L more than 100 than 100 than 100 than 100 
I 
Grams Per cent Per cent Per cent I Per cent 
Over 301.. ........ 100.0 0.0 ........ I ........ 
226-300 ............ 87.9 12.1 100.0 I 0.0 
151-225 ............ 79.6 20.4 36.8 I 63.2 76-150 ......... ... 60.9 39.1 45.2 54.8 
1- 75 .... ........ 52.8 47.2 34.0 I 66.0 
When tubers are grouped by sizes into groups of greater 
range (75 grams), the shape differences due to planting 
time are shown to be very pronounced (Table 9) . Com-
parison of two representative lots grown in 1927 shows a 
very much higher percentage of tubers with a ,v / L ratio 
of less than 100 in the case of June 1 plantings than with 
July 1 plantings with every size. 
The deviations from the tendency for increased W / L 
ratio from later planting (Table 10) can be accounted for 
by the weather conditions. For example, good growing 
conditions in 1926 stimulated early development of good-
type tubers. The mid-August hail storm terminated the 
growth of these tubers by killing the plants completely. 
The plants of later plantings r esum ed growth and this re-
sulted in decided elongation of the tubers. The annual 
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TABLE 10.--Mean W/ Lpercentages of tubers of all sizes from 
four planting dates in six successive growing seasons 
I 
Annual 
A- May B- E a rly J une G--Mid-Ju ne D- Late J une mean of 
all dates 
Mean 
Y ear Tub- Mean Tub- I Mean Tub-I Mean T ub- Mean Tub- W / L 
ers W/Lratio ers W / L ratio ers W/L rat io ers W/L r a tio ers ratio 
--
No. P. ct. No. P. ct. No. P. ct . No. P. ct. No. P. ct. 
1925 290 87.5±0.5 265 89 .4±0.6 196 102.4±0.7 247 105.5±0.~ 998 96.2 
1926 11 8 100 .6±0.9 97 106.3±1.3 53 90 .0±1.3 82 99 .1±0.9 350 99 .0 
1927 506 101.3±0.4 820 98.6±0.4 621 101.4±0.3 534 106.7±0.4 2181 102.0 
1928 200 107 .6±0.6 200 103 .2±0.6 79 114.0±1.0 200 111.0± 0.6 679 108.9 
1929 400 94.5±0.6 396 94.1±0.5 400 108.5±0.5 400 109.9±0.4 1600 107.9 
1930 400 95.4±0.5 430 95 .4±0.5 399 92 .2±0.4 397 104.6±0.5 1625 96.9 
--
I I ---- ·1 103.7 F I F ive-y ear 97 .3 101.1 av. 1 
1Data for 1926 om itted in calculating m ean because of ha il-storm damage. 
mean W / L percentage ratios show that great va riations in 
tuber shape occurred from year to year (Table 10). 
The influence upon tuber shape of weather conditions
prevailing during relatively short periods of time is shown 
by the data from tubers harvested on different dates in 
1928 (Table 11). With the early plantings the potatoes 
became more elongated as they continued to increase in 
size, but with the late plantings they became r elatively 
wider. In 1930 with June 17 plantings, the ver y rapid 
growth period in late August appeared to cause greater 
increase in length than width of tubers. However , on Sep-
t ember 2 the W / L ratio of tubers of any given size averaged 
higher t han those of the same size on August 16, but be-
cause the larger tubers constituted a higher percentage of 
the crop on September 2, the mean W / L ratio for the date 
was lower. The mean W / L ratio of tubers harvest ed Sep-
tember 17 was higher because of lower temperatures and 
slightly reduced growth rate. During the last two w eeks 
of September there was no rain and the soil became ver y 
TABLE ll.-Mean W/ L per centage of tubers harvested on 
differ ent dates from di ff er ent planting date lots in 1928 
Date planted 
Date 
_ _ h_a_r_·v_e_st_e_d ___ A __ M_ a_y_..----_B __ J_u_n_e_1 _ C _ _ J_u_n_e __ . ___ D_-_-_J_u_n_e_ 
July 16 .. ..... ........ . 
August 3 .. ........ .. 
Aug u st 16 ...... .. .. 
September 16 .. .. 
Per cen t 
118.5 ± 0.6 
107.2 ± 0.6 
107.6 ± 0.6 
P er cent 
106.1 ± 0.6 
105.4 ± 0.8 
103.2 ± 0.6 
P er cent 
111 .9 ± 0.7 
114.0 ± 1.01 
P er cent 
110.6 ± 0.6 
1 Mea ns based on 79 t ubers, mea ns of all other mean s on 200 tu bers. 
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TABLE 12.-Shape of tubers harvested on different dat es in 
1930--all lots planted June 17 
Date harvested Tuber s Mean W / L ratio 
August 16 ... .... ..... ... .... .. .... ..... .... ...... .. ... ..... ... . 
Number 
299 
300 
342 
399 
Per cent 
91.8 ± 0.6 
90.1 ± OA 
94.3 ± 0.5 
92 .2 ± 0.4 
September 2 ... .... ..... ... ... ... ...... .... ... ... .. ...... ... . . 
September 17 ....... ........ ... ..... .. ...... ... ..... ....... . . 
October 1 ........ ....... ... ....... ... ... ....... ...... .. ... . : .... . 
hard . This may have been responsible for the decrease in 
the W / L ratio of tubers harvested October 1 (Table 12). 
Knobby or growth-cracked tubers.-When t ubers were 
harvested about October 1 the highest percentage of rough 
tubers was most frequently produced by the mid-June
TABLE 13.- 0ccurrence of tubers with growth cracks and 
knobs when planted and harvested on various dates dur-
ing four seasons 
Date 
p la n ted 
A- May 11 
C---June 17 
D- July 6 
A- May 10 
B- June 5 
C---J un e 21 
D- July 3 
A- May 27 
B- June '7 
C---June 17 
D- June 29 
A- May 20 
B- June 1 
C---June 17 
D- June 27 
P ei .. cen t age of g rowth-crack ed or kn obby t ubers harvested on various 
dates-on w eight bas is 
Growth-cracked II Kn obby 
Season of 1926 
7 / 19 8 / 9 8 / 16 9 / 6 9 / 28 7 / 19 8 / 9 8 / 16 9 / 6 9/ 28 
----- --
1.01 0.10 0.56 0 0 0 0.46 0 0 2 .74 
.... .... .... . ... 0 
---- ----
.... 
----
4 .18 
.... .... .... 
···-
0.50 
---· 
.... .... .... 4.07 
Season of 1928 
7 / 16 8/3 8/16 9;1 9 / 16 II 1116 8 / 3 
1.03 3.21 - .-..• -ci·· 1-o - - 0--
4.44 3.27 3.94 7 .90 0 0 
o.35 1.26 o I .... o 
0 2. 14 ... . . 
8 / 16 9 / 1 9 / 16 
0 .... .... 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
.... 0 0 
Season of 1929 
8 / 16 9 / 1 9/16 10 / 1 1!117~~ 0 0 0.81 0 0 0 5.72 0.86 0 0.34 0.54 0 0 10.56 
0.29 0.86 ff 0.32 0 0 9.88 
...... 0 0.22 0 0 0 5.76 
Sea son of 193 0 
8/16 9/ 1 9 / 16 10 / 1 8/16 9/1 9 / 16 10 / 1 
1.06 0.42 0 0.07 0.09 3.93 4.83 3.87 
1.27 1.90 2.22 2.52 0. 59 3.1 4 4.23 3.20 
1.19 9.63 5.86 5.96 0.02 3 .67 3.60 4. 56 
--· ··· 
0.59 0.96 0. 57 
------
7.01 4 .90 5.35 
Total percen tages of cracked and knobby tuber s in 1927 were as follows : May 27, 
2.74 ; Jun e 1. 2.55 ; June 16, 4.92; July 1, 1.67. 
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planting (Table 13), followed by the early-June, late-June, 
and May plantings in the order named. The tubers of the 
early plantings were too mature or rigid to respond to 
favorable growing conditions at the time of their recurrence 
in late August or early September, when tubers of the late 
plantings were generally just beginning to deve!op rapidly 
without having suffered any serious growth check. The 
early- and mid-June-planted lots either suffered a check in 
growth or endured a period of stress during which carbo-
hydrate reserves could not be built up but during which the 
vines remained sufficiently vigorous to respond to subse-
quent favorable weather conditions. Consequently con-
siderable injury was done to the shape of the young tubers 
whose growth was thus suddenly accelerated. When har-
vested earlier in the season the results were very much the 
same. 
A striking condition occurred in 1930. After a period of 
hot, dry weather, cool weather began about August 10 and 
continued the remainder of the season. This was accom-
panied by a light rain between August 7 and 11 and a one-
inch rain on August 15 (Fig. 1). At this time the lot 
planted June 17 was just ready to begin to enlarge its 
tubers. These favorable conditions caused such a rush of 
food reserves into the young tubers (which then averaged 
only 36.4 grams each) that a large percentage were split 
with from one to four growth cracks. These cracks some-
times extended the full length and were frequently from 
0.5 to 1 cm. deep, but only a few of the tubers produced 
knobs. These cracked and knobby tubers constituted a 
total of only 1.21 per cent of the crop harvested August 
16 in contrast with 13.30 per cent on September 1. During 
this interval the mean yield per hill had increased from 165 
to 598 grams, or an increase of 262 per cent, and the mean 
weight per tuber increased from 36.4 to 108.6 grams, or a 
gain of 199.5 per cent, indicating that the expansion of the 
tubers was very rapid. During September the increase in 
weight took place at a reduced rate. As the tubers de-
veloped some of the cracks were smoothed out by the ex-
pansion of interior cells, leaving only a broad, smooth scar 
on t he surface by the end of the season. This, together 
with the development of additional tubers (as shown by 
Fig. 5), accounts for the lower percentage of cracked pota-
toes in October. 
The data in Table 13 were secured from plants adjacent to 
plants instead of to missing spaces, in other words a 100 
per cent stand condition. In 1930 data were secured on 
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field-run lots of more than 1,100 pounds of each planting 
date, which were sorted by commercial methods (Table 
14). These potatoes were dug on October 7. A week of 
cool weather with about 2.3 inches of rain had occurred 
since the harvesting of the individual hills, the data from 
which appear in Table 13. With these commercial quan-
tities the total percentage of rough, knobby, and growth-
TABLE 14.-Distribution of crop produced by planting on 
various dates in 1930--according to percentage of each 
grade classification 
Classification of tubers 
Date of planting 
May20 Junel I June 17 I June27 
I I 
P. ct. P. ct. P. ct. 
I 
P. ct. 
u. s. No. 1 size 
Primes 
······················· ··· ·············· 
24.22 34.05 30.16 32.87 
Large ............. ......................... .... 1.42 2.33 3.27 12.07 
Scabby ....... ............................ .. ... 42.39 34.27 3.10 2.41 
Knobs and growth cracks ... ..... 14.82 13.32 50.87 9.71 
Harvesting cracks ........ .... ..... ... 1.84 6.30 4.55 30.78 
Cut ........................ .......... ...... ...... 5.61 1.63 3.19 6.50 
Total. ........... .......... .............. .... .. I 90.30 91.90 95.14 94.34 
u. s. No. 2 size .... .. ... ................... .. l 5.52 4.84 3.07 3.39 
Cull size .... ... ... .. .. ........ .. ..... ... .... .. .... 1 4.18 3.26 1.79 2.27 
I Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds 
Total weight sorted .... .... .. ............ J 1,194 1,716 2,066 1,123 
cracked tubers from the first to the fourth plantings 
amounted to 14.8, 13.3, 50.9, and 9.7 per cent respectively 
(Table 14). The good growing conditions during this first 
week of October and the imperfect stand are the only factors 
which can be held accountable for this great increase in rough 
potatoes. 
Growth cracks were produced when the development of 
relatively immature tubers was retarded and then very 
suddenly accelerated, as in the case of the June 17 plant-
ings in mid-August of 1930. Knobs were produced when 
the growth of immature tubers was severely retarded or 
even terminated and then renewed by very favorable en-
vironmental conditions or when growth of tubers was re-
sumed after they had already become quite mature, as in 
all lots in 1926 and 1929. Apparently cracking occurs 
when the peripheral tissues can no longer restrain the 
rapidly increasing force. But when these tissues are strong, 
enough to restrain such forces the meristematic tissues, ad-
jacent to the eyes, are forced to renew their growth and 
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bulging eyes and knobs are produced. Whenever growth 
is severely checked while the tubers are ver y small , growth 
renewal frequently causes the development of elongated 
and later of "bottle neck" tubers because growth occurs 
only at the apical eyes of the new tubers, the basal portion 
remaining dormant. This is the most common cause of the 
poor type of potatoes from early plantings. 
Color of tubers.---Skin color of the Triumph potato is 
very much affected by environment. While the color of 
different lots of potatoes was not measured by any of t he 
accepted m ethods, the differences were apparent upon 
casua l observation . The skin color of tubers from the early 
p lantings was invariably much lighter than that of the later 
p lantings. These differences were most pronounced in 
1929 and 1930, when the t ubers from the early plantings 
made most of their growth at relatively high temperatures, 
w hile those from the late plantings developed in the low 
September temperatures. 
Tuber cracking and cutting at harvest time.-The 
cracks, bruises, and cuts resulting from the harvesting 
operations varied to some ext ent in accordance with the 
condition of the tubers. In 1930 the percentage cracked in 
har vesting ( digging, picking, and placing in cellar) was 
greatest, 30.8 per cent, with the tu bers from the last plant-
ings and least, 1.84 per cent, with those from the first 
(Table 14). Probably the lower percentage of harvest-
cracked tubers from the June 17 as compared with June 1 
plantings may be accounted for by the very high percent-
age (50.8 per cent) of knobby and second-growth potatoes . 
This new growth in the knobs relieved the turgor tension 
and hence reduced the number of cracks from mechanica l 
shocks. In another series of plantings made on May 20 
and June 27, from each of 30 selected tuber lines, of which 
about 5 bushels of each were sorte d, the average percent-
age of cracked tubers was 4.5 per cent from May plantings
and 21.6 per cent from the late-June planting. 
Cracking at harvest time in October with late-planted 
stocks was materially reduced when vines were cut off at 
the surface of the soil on September 8 and still more when 
t hey were cut off August 15 (Table 15). However, when 
the vines were cut off at a height of 6 inches (the damage 
t hus done being comparable to that from a hail storm, a
light frost, or an attack of early blight) and the plant con-
tinued to grow, the percentage of cracked tubers was not 
affected. With early planting the vines and tubers were
more mature and vine cutting did not appreciably alter the 
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TABLE 15.-Ejfect of cutting vines upon the cracking of 
Triumph potatoes at harvesting time on October 7, 1930, 
at Alliance 
Vines cut 
August 15 
At soil surface ..... .... .... .. .... ... ... ... ... .... . 
At six inches ... ... .. .. .. ...... ... ...... .. ........ . 
September 8 
At soil surface ..... ...... ..... ....... .... ........ . I 
At six inches ..... .... ... ... ..... .. .... ............ I 
Not cut ..... ..... .. ... .... ... ....... ..... ... ...... ... .. 1 
P ercentage of tota l weight 
cracked in harvesting 
I 
June 1 planting I June 27 planting 
P er cent 
3.92 
9.68 
7.42 
7.46 
6.30 
P er cent 
8.22 
29.61 
14.00 . 
30.10 
30.78 
percentage of tubers cracked in harvesting. In a recent 
publication 3 are data on tubers harvested from plants of 
different planting dates and subjected to a set of standard 
shock tests. The tubers from late plantings cracked much 
more easily than those from early plantings. Many of the 
latter did not crack with even the most severe tests. 
In 1927 the percentages of potatoes cut in digging were 
6.2, 2.5, 9.7, and 9.8 per cent respectively for the first to 
the last planting dates. The data for 1930, in Table 14, 
show a similar trend. With 30 tuber-line strains the aver-
age percentages of potatoes cut in digging were 1.1 from 
the May and 3.5 from the late-June planting. Generally 
more potatoes were cut with late plantings than with early. 
When more were cut with early than later plantings (as in 
May, 1930, plantings) it was generally because the soil in 
the early-planted blocks was hard and dry, thus making 
deep digging more difficult or impossible . The high per-
centage of cutting with later plantings was apparently due 
to the tubers being set more deeply and many of them on 
longer stolons. 
Common scab 4 prevalence and severity;-Each year be-
tween 200 and 1,000 tubers from each planting date were 
examined individually and classified with r eg·ard to the 
occurrence and degree of severity of scab. The various 
scab classes were established by the following system : 
We rner, H . O. Th e Cause and Prevention of Mechanical Injur ies t o P otatoes. 
N ebr. A gr. Ex p. Sta. Bui. 260. A ug. , 1931. 
Actinomyces scabies Thaxter Gussow
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Class 0-Clean tubers; no scab spots visible. 
Class 1-Less than 5 lesions inch in diameter or 1 
lesion inch in diameter. 
Class 2-More scab than Class 1 but less than ¼ of the 
surface scabby. 
Class 3-From ¼ to ¾ of the surface scabby. 
Class 4-More than ¾ of the surface scabby. 
For most practical purposes the potatoes of Classes O and 
1 may be considered as being marketable as No. 1 grade 
potatoes. Class 2 potatoes would generally be considered 
marketable but as a No. 2 grade product. Potatoes of 
Classes 3 or 4 would be too scabby for the general market 
but could be used for seed purposes (as is frequently done) 
after being disinfected by the hot formaldehyde method. 
This more general classification is used in several of the 
tables and charts in this bulletin. 
Notes were taken as a means of distinguishing between. 
those tubers having pitted scab and those having common 
or superficial scab. Each year all notes were taken by the 
same person, although those of the different years were 
not always taken by the same individual. As the classi-
fication used depends on observation rather than math-
ematical measurements, some errors undoubtedly occurred 
but with the large number of tubers used, these tend to 
balance one another. These errors probably were most 
serious in distinguishing between clean and very slightly 
scabby tubers. The amount of dirt on the potatoes varied 
on the different harvesting dates and interfered with some 
of the readings. These errors probably account for some 
of the minor inconsistencies. A scab coefficient or index 
number, based both on the percentage of scabby tubers and 
the severity of the scab, was calculated for each lot as 
follows: 
Scab coefficient = --. 
4 
v = severity of scab with Class 1 given a value of 1, 
Class 2 of 2, 3 of 3, and 4 of 4. 
f = percentage of total weight of tubers in each scab 
grade. 
The occurrence and severity of scab on any lot of pota-
toes are dependent upon: the presence of the organism, the 
environmental or soil conditions prevailing when the 
tubers are susceptible to infection (through unsuberized 
stomata or lenticels), whether temperature and other con-
ditions are favorable for the growth of the organism, and 
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TABLE 16.-Tubers classified according to scab prevalence on 
basis o'f percentage of total weight produced in each of 
six years at Alliance-harvested in late S eptember or 
early October 
Class No.' 1 I 1926 
P. ct. 
0 58.18 
' 1 12.36 
2 8.18 
3 7.77 
4 13.51 
Marketable 70.54 
Unmarket-
able 29.46 
0 
--------
1 
--------
2 
--------
3 
--------
4 
--------
Marketable 
·······-
Unmarket-
able 
----·----
0 82.72 
1 4.42 
2 3.98 
3 2.26 
4 6.61 
Marketable 87.14 
Unmarket-
able 12.86 
0 96.62 
1 1.52 
2 1.21 
3 0.17 
4 0.48 
Marketable 98.14 
Unmarket-
able 1.86 
1927 1928 1929 
A-May planting 
P. ct. P. ct. P. ct. 
18.72 10.73 57.70 
16.44 16.65 20.20 
28.11 37.31 14.20 
21.10 32.05 5.80 
15.63 3.25 2.00 
35.16 27.38 77.90 
64.84 72.62 22.00 
B-Early June planting3 
19.84 8.63 66.50 
17.15 25.89 21.10 
41.48 37.19 10.20 
14.74 21.58 2.20 
6.79 6.71 0 
36.99 34.52 87.60 
63.01 65.48 12.40 
C-Mid-June planting 
27.88 5.17 84.50 
18.64 9.54 12.90 
37.40 30.82 1.30 
10.36 29.13 0.80 
5.72 25.35 0.50 
46.52 14.71 97.40 
53.48 85.29 2.60 
D-Late June planting 
35.99 21.14 76.50 
31.18 28.84 20.10 
22.25 30.25 2.50 
6.28 13.92 1.00 
4.29 6.20 0 
67.17 49.98 96.60 
32.83 50.02 3.40 
1930 
P. ct. 
3.53 
5.41 
49.69 
39.14 
2.23 
8.94 
91.06 
4.64 
5.19 
61.21 
28.61 
0.35 
9.83 
90.17 
25.05 
33.45 
39.68 
1.82 
0 
58.50 
41.50 
43.05 
38.73 
17.90 
0.32 
0 
81.78 
18.22 
Five-yr. 
mean' 
P. ct. 
29.77 
14.21 
27.50 
21.17 
7.32 
43.98 
55.99 
34.02 
15.67 
31.31 
14.51 
4.49 
49.69 
50.31 
45.06 
15.79 
22.64 
8.87 
7.64 
60.85 
39.15 
54.66 
24.07 
14.82 
4.34 
2.19 
78.73 
21.27 
'Class O=no scab; Class l ~very s light; Class Z=sligh t; Class 3=medium; Class 4= 
severe. 
2Data for 1925 omitted. 
3Four year average----detail data not obtained in 1926. 
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finally whether the infected tubers continue to grow, thus 
providing the growing plant with tissues which are con-
sidered essential for the development of the disease. Time 
of planting has a relationship to all of these factors. The 
exact nature of this relationship will, of course, vary as 
seasonal conditions fluctuate from year to year, and a cor-
responding variation in the prevalence and severity of scab 
will occur. Therefore time of planting, like any other 
group of variable factors, will not affect scab occurrence 
the same each year but certain general relationships will 
exist which apply over a period of years. 
Seasonal variation in scab prevalence.-The amount of 
scab varied very much with the different seasons. The 
five-year average percentage of scabby tubers from mid-
June plantings (C) harvested late was 54.94 per cent (sum 
of all scab class percentages, Table 16). The '.owest per-
centage in any one year was 15.5 in 1929, and the highest 
was 94.8 on the same farm in 1928. The low percentage 
in 1929 was evidently the result of the very good tuber-
development weather during September, when most tuber 
growth occurred at temperatures too low (53 ° F.) for scab 
development. There were similar annual variations from 
all the other planting dates. 
A better idea of the seriousness of the infection on any 
lot in any year can be gained from the scab coefficients in 
Table 17 and from Figure 7. These show that during the 
last five years scab was most serious in 1928, with 1930 
and 1927 not far behind, while in 1929 it was the least 
serious. 
Effect of time of planting on scab prevalence and sever-
ity.-Potatoes from the earlier plantings generally con-
tained a higher percentage of scabby potatoes and had 
higher scab coefficients, when harvested on any given date, 
than did those from the later plantings (Fig. 7 and Tables 
17 and 18). The five-year means (1926-1930) of percent-
ages of entirely clean potatoes, as based on total weight 
harvested on the last harvesting period, were, for plant-
ings made during May, 29.8 per cent, for early June, 34.0
per cent, for mid-June, 45 .1 per cent, and for late June or 
early July, 54.7 per cent (Table 16). When the mean of 
percentages of clean tubers was calculated on the basis of 
total number instead of weight, the percentages were some-
what higher, having been 34.1, 38.9, 50.2, and 60.5 per 
cent respectively. The mean scab coefficients for the three-
year period were lower for each succeedingly later plant-
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PERCENTAGE TUBERS OF VARIOUS SCAB CLASSES 
PRODUCED FROM LOTS PLANTED ON DIFFERENT DATES 
BASIS OF TOTAL WEIGHT 
DATE HARVESTED µJLY AUG.3 AUG . 16 SEPT. I SEPT. 15 OCT. I 16 
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FIG. 7.-0ccurrence of scab of different grades of severity during three 
seasons when potatoes were planted and harvested on various dates. 
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TABLE 17.-Scab coefficients for lots of potatoes harvested on 
various dates from the different planting dates during 
five years 
Date 'I 1926 
planted' 
A ............... . 
B 
C 
D 
A ............... . 
B 
C 
D 
A ............... . 
B 
C 
D 
A ............... . 
B 
C 
D 
26.5 
14.6 
1.6 
1927 19282 1 1929 
Harvested August 15 to 18 
53.5 
43.5 
33.8 
13.5 
12.4 
1.8 
Harvested September 1 to 2 
39.6 
56.6 
73.3 
43.5 
16.5 
14.2 
6.0 
4.1 
Harvested September 16 to 18 
50.1 
48.0 
64.5 
39.0 
19.2 
19.0 
10.5 
8.8 
Harvested October 1 to 3 
49.5 
42.6 
37.0 
27.1 
50.1 
48.0 
64.5 
39.0 
18.5 
11.8 
5.0 
7.0 
1930 
53.1 
49.4 
23.4 
51.8 
48.0 
23.9 
15.5 
56.6 
65.5 
28.2 
11.5 
57.7 
53.7 
29.1 
18.9 
Three-
year 
mean 
40.0 
35.1 
19.7 
36.0 
39.6 
34.4 
21.0 
42.0 
44.2 
34.4 
19.8 
42.1 
37.8 
32.9 
21.6 
1A represen ts May ; B, early June : C, mid-June ; a nd D, late J une. 
Coefficient for July 16 ha rvest ing from May p lant ing in 1928 was 4.5, of August 3 
har vesting from May p la nting 46.6, and from early June 1.9. 
ing date, having been 42.1, 37.8, 32.9, and 21.6 respectively 
for the four planting dates when harvested late (Table 
17). The five years' data, while not complete, followed 
the same trend, having coefficients of 40.5, 39.0,5 30.1, and 
23.4 respectively. 
These results are partly accounted for by the fact that 
with late plantings most tuber development occurred during 
the period of cooler w eather in late August and September , 
whereas with early plantings the period of greatest tuber 
growth occurred during the warmer time of the year, in 
August, with little or no growth in September. In very un-
usual seasons, such as 1928, tuber development was earlier 
than usual because of very favorable early-summer mois-
ture conditions, but was terminated rather abruptly in ea rly 
The mean for early-June plan ting was calculated only on four years' data. If that 
for 1926 had been available the m ean would u ndoubtedly have been lower . 
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August by hot, dry weather. The tubers of early plantings 
had less scab even when harvested late in the season than 
did some of the later plantings. In the case of the earlier 
plantings not only were more of the tubers scabby than 
with later plantings, but a greater area of the tuber surface 
of infected tubers was covered with scab, as is indicated by 
the higher percentage of tubers in the scab classifications 
Numbers 2, 3, and 4 in Table 16 and Figure 7 and the 
higher scab coefficients shown in Table 17. During the 
five-year period 1926-1930, when tubers were harvested at 
the end of the season, the mean percentage of the total 
weight of the tubers too scabby to sell (grades 3 and 4) 
was 28.5 per cent in case of May planting and only 6.5 per 
cent in case of late-June or early-July plantings (Table 16). 
The early-June and mid-June plantings produced inter-
mediate percentages, having averaged 19.0 per cent and 
16.5 per cent respectively, of unmarketable scabby pota-
toes. 
Effect of time of harvesting on scab prevalence and 
severity.-When potatoes of any planting date used were, 
harvested early, the percentage of clean potatoes was gen-
erally greater . (Fig. 7) than when harvested later, but the
scab coefficient was not much different (Table 17). When 
the weather toward the end of the period of tuber growth 
was cool, as was strikingly the case in 1929, the percentage 
of clean potatoes sometimes increased at the end of the 
season, having been at the lowest point in lots harvested 
during the middle of September (Fig. 7). 
The percentage of tubers showing the more extensive 
amounts of scab infection and the higher scab coefficients 
frequently increased between the first and second harvest-
ing dates from lots planted on the same date, but at later 
harvesting dates these percentages of severe scab some-
times showed a decrease. This latter condition occurred 
in periods especially favorable for tuber growth and un-
favorable for scab development, as in September, 1929 . 
A small tuber infected early might have been classified in 
Class 3 or 4 early in the season, but with weather condi-
tions favorable for tuber growth and unfavorable for the 
scab organism this tuber, after increasing in size, might 
have been placed in Class 2. 
Many tubers were found in which the stem end was 
quite scabby and the apical portion entirely clean. Espec-
ially was this the case where the shape indicated two 
periods of growth. The new-growth portion had developed 
under conditions unfavorable for the scab organism. 
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TABLE 18.-Percentage of weight of tubers of each scab class 
that consisted of tubers of a given size, when seed was 
planted on May 20 or June 27 and harvested October 1, 
1930 (Lots A4 and D4) 
Scab classes a nd t ime of p la n t ing 
-
1 2 
I 
3 4 5 
Range Clean Very slight Slight Medium Severe 
oi 
size3 May June May June May June May June May June 
20 27 20 27 20 27 20 27 20 27 
Grams P. ct. P. ct. P. ct. P. ct. P . ct. P. ct. P. ct. P. ct. P . ct. P. ct. 
Over 451 
------
7.9 3.9 
--···-
2.7 
------
---- --
--···· ------
376-450 
------
8.2 
------
3.9 
···-·· 
4.1 
------
...... 
------ ------
301-375 
------
9.1 
------
9.0 6.8 16.0 10.2 100 
------ ------
226-300 ...... 10.8 
------
21.1 14.0 31.0 20.0 0 
--···- ---- --
151-225 29.2 24.1 19.8 30.4 30.0 27.7 39.1 0 46.2 0 
76-150 39.0 19.9 38.8 26.5 35.9 16.4 24.1 0 40.2 0 
51- 75 9.3 7.5 14.l 2.8 8.3 2.0 4.4 0 5.0 0 
26- 50 14.7 9.2 15.6 1.4 4.2 0 1.9 0 8.6 0 
1- 25 7.8 3.4 11.7 0.2 0.8 0 0.3 0 0 0 
Percent- 1-:-:1 I age of total wt. 5.4 38.7 I 49.7 17.9 39.1 0.3 2.2 0 
Relation of length of time plants or tubers were in the 
field to scab.-The percentage of marketable clean tubers 
was generally greater from the later than from the earlier 
plantings. The percentage of severe scab ( Classes 3 and 
4) a lso was greater with the early than with later plantings 
that had been in the field the same number of days. As 
could be expected, the coefficients of the latest planting 
dates tended to be the lowest. During the season of 1928 
which was unusual because of the prolonged late snmmer 
drouth, the percentage of clean tubers was sometimes less 
from the later than from the earlier plantings. (Scab in 
the June 22 plantings is believed to have been abnormally 
high because of bad soil conditions throughout most of the 
season, a result of planting when the soil was too wet.) 
From these data it appears that the t emperature prevailing 
during the period of most rapid tuber growth was a very 
important factor in determining the amount and severity 
of scab and that the number of days the p lants or tubers 
were in the field was a less important factor . 
Tuber size and scab prevalence.-The scab on the large 
tubers was commonly of a more serious nature than on the 
smaller t ubers. The data in Table 18 show t hat t he clean 
potatoes were mostly the medium-sized and small tubers, 
w hile the scabbiest tubers were of the larger sizes. This 
condition may have been due to several factors. The large 
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potatoes probably were susceptible to infection over a 
longer period than were the small tubers and they also 
provided more growing tissue in which the scab organism 
could thrive. 
Occurrence of pitted scab.-Throughout most seasons 
much of the scab from earlier plantings was of the pitted 
type (Table 19). When planting was delayed the per-
centage of pitted scab dropped off rapidly. Generally the 
pitted scab constituted a smaller percentage of the total 
scab when the potatoes were harvested early than when 
harvested at the end of the season. The percentage of the 
pitted type was highest in the years when scab was most 
prevalent, such as 1927 and 1930. Although scab was 
present to a serious extent in 1928, pitted scab was serious 
only in the May and early-June plantings. There was very 
little relation between type of scab and the extent of the 
scabby area on any one tuber. Generally pitted scab was 
slightly less prevalent when a small area of scab occurred 
on a tuber than when a large area was found . 
Yields for various seasons were determined by two 
methods. By one method a number of normal hills ad-
jacent to other normal hills were harvested individually 
from each planting date at intervals of about two weeks. 
This method was used during the last three years. The 
number harvested varied during the years from 50 to 200 
TABLE 19.-0ccurrence of pitted scab in potatoes harvested on 
several dates from various planting dates during four 
seasons 
Time of 
planting 
May------··---------·-·----·--· 
Early June ·-··---------· 
Mid-June _________________ _ 
Late June ---------------· 
May---------------------·-----· 
Early June -------------· Mid-June ______ ___________ _ 
Late June -----------·---· 
I Pitted scabby tubers as percentage of a ll scabby tubers 1921 I 1928 I 1929 I 1930 
Lots harvested August 16 
77.4 
12.0 
3.9 
3 .'l 
Lots harvested September 1 or 2 
78.0 
23.7 
Harvested October 1 
84.1 
70.5 
50.8 
24.0 
85.3 
18.0 
1.2 
2.7 
19.1 
2.5 
1.4 
3.1 
'2.7 
0 
0 
43.5 
91.3 
3.9 
57.0 
55.1 
13.9 
3.4 
58.3 
56.5 
33.3 
23.9 
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TABLE 20.-Production data based on hills representing per-
f ect stands 
Date harvested 
July 1611 August 3 August 16-17 September 1 
Year Date planted 
~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~1~1~ 1 ~1~ 1 ~ 1 ~ ~ June ~ June June I June June June 
A. Mean total weight (grams per hill)' 
Iii! I 267 ~ 454 I 135 ~ ii! I :ii I :ii I~:~ I Iii I !ti I iii 
B. Percentage of total weight of practically scab-free tubers over 50 grains' 
1928 
1929 
1930 I 
64.4 f I 25.0 I 29.0 II 16.8 I 22.5
1
10.2 II 35.8 I 10.6 I 3.6
1 
21.2 
...... ······ 41.6 20.1 9.] 56.0 45 .6 28.3 16.5 
...... ..... 2.3 7.3 40.0 6.5 11.4 68.6 70.2 
C. Mean weight (grams per hill) ' scab-free tubers over 50 grams' 
Year 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
May I 
243 
612 
Date harvested 
September 16 October 1-7 
Date p lanted 
Early I Mid- Late I May Early I Mid- Late June June June June June June 
A. Mean total weight ( grams per hill) 1 
283 263 222 
388 242 290 
150 163 142 320 211 236 319 
664 774 761 569 605 788 1048 
B. P ercentage of total weight of practically scab-free tubers over 50 grams' 
1925 28.0 55.4 71.8 95.6 
1926 57.2 37.1 47.0 
1927 33.7 33.7 44.8 60.3 
1928 20 .3 22.5 7.3 30.3 
1929 58.6 53.4 61.4 54.1 66.2 73.2 73.8 8U 
1930 13.8 19.5 66.3 86.8 7.7 8.2 56.9 75.7 
C. Mean weight (grams per hill)' scab-free tubers over 50 grams' 
1926 
------ ------
------ -- ----
162 
------
98 
1928 
---- --
87 18 88 
------
...... 
------
1929 143 81 100 77 212 154 174 
1930 84 116 494 661 44 50 449 
1To secure bushels per acre multiply grams per plant by factor 0.40591. 
Clean tubers and scab c la ss 1. 
104 
------
260 
806 
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per lot, but the number from each lot was nearly the same 
in any one year. This method quite accurately depicts the 
yielding capacity of normal plants. It represents yields 
when stands are perfect. Of somewhat more practical use 
were the yield records secured by harvesting entire plots, 
where fie ld conditions prevailed with imperfect stands of, 
plants more or less irregular in size. 
YIELDS OF POTATOES 
Total yields.-When yields were figured on the basis of 
perfect stands, the highest were generally from the early 
plantings (Table 20). The early p lantings were always 
most productive when potatoes were harvested before the
middle of September. When the frost-free period was de-
layed unt il October, as in 1929 and 1930, the highest tota l 
yields were secured from the late-planted lots. 
In 1928 and 1930 when weather conditions were favor-
able for growth early in the season, very satisfactory
yields were secured during August and early September. 
During these two years very little increase in yield occurred 
in the early-planted blocks after September 1 (Table 21). 
TABLE 21.--Daily average increase in total yield of potatoes 
from midsummer to October 1 during three crop seasons 
(perfect-stand basis) 
Planting 
time ' 
Increases in grams per hill per day 2 during intervals 
July 16 I Aug. 3 I Aug. 16 I Sept. 1 I Sept. 16 
to to to to to 
Aug. 3 Aug. 16 Sept. 1 Sept. 16 Oct. 1 
Season of 1928 
A ....... ......... , 13.30 1.69 
B .... ............ 17.70 2.47 - 0.44 
C .............. .. 7.10 1.75 
D .... .......... .. 1 4.10 
Season of 1929 
A ..... .... ....... 2.65 4.07 5.12 
B ................ 2.65 2.28 4.07 
C .......... .. ... . 3.12 3.64 4.86 
D ................ 0.19 11.80 
Season of 1930 
A 
················ 
13.18 - 0.60 -2.87 I 
B .. .. .. .. ........ 14.30 9.00 -3.9~ 
C ... ............. 27.05 11.75 0.90 
D ................ 25.70 23.68 19.12 
1 A represents May; B . early June; C, mid.June; and D late June. 
Convert grams per hill to bushels per acre by multiplying with factor 0.40591. 
Lots for 1930, harvested October 1, suffered some weight loss before being weighed. 
They were put in cold s torage oneweek after being dug and were weighed several 
weeks Jater. Shrinkage during this time might have amounted to 5 per cent. 
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In 1929, when growing conditions were unsatisfactory in 
mid-season and very good in September, yields of all lots 
increased rapidly in September, with the greatest increases 
in late-June-planted blocks. With early plantings the
weather conditions during late July and August were more 
important than with late p lantings. Unfavorable weather 
in August damaged plants of early plantings so that they 
were not able to profit as extensively by the favorable
weather in late August and September as were those of 
later plantings. However, when conditions did not improve 
in September, the highest yields were secured from the 
early plantings. 
Among the plats where variable stands prevailed , the 
highest average yields were secured from the first plant-
ings and the lowest from the last plantings (Table 22). 
In four of six years the early plantings were most pro-
ductive and in the other two they were the least. Con-
sidering the six-year average from the May plantings as 
100 per cent, the average yields from the three later p lant-
ings were 91, 89, and 71 per cent respectively . The poorer 
stands with the late planting dates account for lower yields 
when field yields are considered than when average yields 
per hill are used. 
,, 
TABLE 22.-Total production and yield of marketable-size 
clean tubers from field plats of each planting date during 
six years 
A 
B 
C 
D 
A 
B 
C 
D 
A 
B 
C 
D 
i~~'t'ii:1 1925 . i \ 926·- I ,· ·:927 I 1928 1929 I 1930 1 s1~:r 
Total bushels per acre-based on total yield from field . plots 
------------------
192.8 126.4 304.5 162.0 88.6 266.9 190.2 
······-----------
177.0 77.4 305.6 85.5 90.4 301.8 173.0 
-----------------· 
189.3 23.6 284.0 42.0 107.7 372.8 169.6 
· · · ·· · ········---~ 
145.8 35.7 180.0 56.0 89.1 297.8 134.1 
Percentages of marketable tubers' weighing over 50 grams 
·············-···· 
28.0 57.2 33.7 20.3 66.2 7.7 35.5 
·········---------
55.4 45.0 33.7 22.5 73.2 8.2 39.6 
------------------
71.8 37.1 44.8 7.3 73.8 56.9 48.6 
--··············--
95.6 47.0 60.3 30.3 81.7 75.7 65.1 
Bushels per acre of marketable tubers' weighing over 50 g rams 
54.0 72.3 102.6 ' 32.8 58.7 20.6 56.8 --···· -----·-····· 
------------------
98.1 34.9 103.1 22.5 66.2 24.7 58.3 
------------------
135.9 8.9 127.2 3.1 79.5 212.2 94.5 
---------------··· 
139.4 16.8 108.5 16.9 72.8 225.5 96.7 
1A represents May ; B , early June ; C, Mid-June ; D, late June or early July. 
2 i;;ither scab free or n early so ( classes O and 1). 
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1928 CROP 
TOTAL YIELD BY VARIOUS TUBER SIZES AND SCAB CLASSES 
DATE HARVESTE JULY 16 
DATE PLANTED ~~ 
AUG.3 
MAY 
10 
SEPT . I SEPT. 16 
JUNE MAY JUNE JUNE JULY MAY JUNE JUNE JULY 
2 1 10 5 21 3 10 5 21 3 
41 
FIG. 8.-Yield per acre of potatoes of various sizes (shown by height of 
column) and with various degrees of scab freedom ( shown by width 
of column) when planted and harvested on specified dates in 1928. 
1929 CROP 
TOTAL YIELD BY VARIOUS TUBER SIZES AND SCAB CLASSES 
FIG. 9.-Yield per acre of potatoes of various sizes ( shown by height 
of column) and with various degrees of scab freedom (shown by 
width of column) when planted and harvested on specified dates 
in 1929. 
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D,,t.TEHARVE 
DATE PLANTED 
1930 CROP 
TOTAL YIELD BY VARIOUS TUBER SIZES AND SCAB CLASSES 
t.AAY 
20 
AUG. 18 
JUNE JUNE 
I 17 
MAY 
20 
SEPT. I 
JUNE JUNE 
I 17 
i.1350- -1- -----l- -------+--------+------flil:II 
u30<>----+- --------l- ------ ---,f- --------,f----
" 
" 100 
FIG. 10.-Yield per acre of various sizes (shown by height of column) 
and with various degrees of scab freedom (shown by width of 
column) when planted and harvested on specified dates in 1930. 
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Distribution of production according to tuber size and 
scab.-The total production of all potatoes of each 75-gram 
tuber weight group (25-gram groups for tubers weighing 
75 grams or less) and the production of clean, salably 
scabby and unmarketably scabby tubers in each of these 
size groups are shown graphically for potatoes planted and 
harvested on various dates during each of the last three 
seasons in Figures 8, 9, and 10. The height of each divi-
sion of a histograph indicates the total production of pota-
toes of any given size. The width of the subdivisions shows 
the potatoes of each scab class of that particular tuber size . 
From these data it is apparent that generally scab was 
most prevalent and most severe in the larger tubers and 
when potatoes were planted early. The maximum pro-
duction of clean potatoes of the most desirable sizes was 
secured with the later plantings. 
Yield of marketable potatoes.-The total yield of pota-
toes is of less practical significance than the yield of pota-
toes which can be sold advantageously. Since Triumpb 
seed buyers prefer medium and small tubers, the author 
has considered as marketable for the seed trade all tubers
weighing 50 grams or more that were free or nearly so 
from scab (Classes 0 and 1). The percentage of such 
tubers for each lot is reported in Table 20, Section B. Tho 
percentages for tuber weight distribution are reported in 
Table 6 and Figure 5 and for distribution according to scab 
grades in Figure 7. According to these data the percent-
age of salable potatoes increased quite consistently from 
the early to the late plantings. When harvested before the 
end of the season the early plantings had the highest per-
centage of salable tubers, except in 1930 when the latest 
plantings were superior during the whole season. 
When these percentages were applied to the actual total 
amount of potatoes produced by the end of the season, the 
very late plantings were again generally found to have 
produced the greatest quantity of salable potatoes (when 
yields were calculated on a perfect stand basis, Table 20, 
Section C). When harvested early in the season the small 
size rendered unsalable many potatoes produced by the 
latest plantings. When the percentages of salable potatoes 
are applied to the total yields produced by the end of the 
season from plantings under field conditions, the pro·duc-
tion of salable potatoes is found to have been decidedly 
higher from the latest plantings (Table 22). If the aver-
age total yield of salable potatoes for six years (Table 22) 
from the May plantings is figured at 100 per cent, then the 
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yields from the three later plantings would have been 103, 
166, and 172 per cent respectively. These figures do not 
take into consideration the greater percentage of potatoes 
that would be thrown out of grade in the late-planted lots 
because of cracking. The percentage of potatoes cracked 
might reduce the production of salable potatoes from late 
plantings below that of the early plantings. Likewise, the 
percentage of rough potatoes, which will vary from season 
to season, might cause many tubers to be discarded . When 
the percentages as reported in Table 14 for the 1930 crop 
are applied to the total yields reported in Table 22, the 
production of primes is 64.6, 102.8, 112.4, and 97.9 bushels 
respectively for the first to last plantings. The production 
of scabby potatoes was 113, 103, 12, and 7 bushels respec-
tively and of knobby and growth-cracked tubers 40, 40, 
190, and 29 bushels respectively. Tubers cracked in har-
vesting amounted to 5, 19, 17, and 92 bushels respectively. 
The high yield of knobby tubers in the June 17 planting 
was due to the season. Except for that feature, the market-
able yield of potatoes from this planting would have been 
far ahead of the other dates. Where the scab hazard is 
considered serious, planting during the last ten days of 
June may be most desirable; where scab is not much of a 
menace, earlier plantings, but not much earlier than June 
10, will be most desirable. 
STORAGE 
When held in commercial potato cellar storage the most 
rapid weight loss occurred with the tubers from the earliest 
plantings and the least from the latest plantings-unless 
other factors intervened (Fig. 11). The more rapid shrink-
age of the tubers from May plantings than that of the early 
and mid-June plantings of 1930 is believed to be due to the 
large amount of scab, especially pitted scab, in the tubers 
from the May plantings. 
The weight loss by January 1 (12 weeks after digging) , 
when many potatoes are being shipped, was 5.5 per cent 
for mature and 10 per cent for immature tubers. Almost 
exactly one-half of this weight loss occurred during the 
first two weeks. The weight loss of each lot continued at 
a fairly constant rate from about November 15 until about 
May 19, the sixth to thirteenth weeks of storage. During 
this time the total loss was about 6 per cent of the original 
weight and the weekly loss was about ¼ of 1 per cent. 
Sprouts began to develop by the end of this period, espec-
ially in the tubers from early plantings, and weight loss 
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FIG. 11.-Weight-loss curves derived from periodic weighing in 1930-31 
of eight crates of potatoes from each of the four planting dates 
specifi ed. P otatoes were harvested October 7 and were stor ed in a 
farm cellar at Alliance. 
was accelerated in proportion to the development of the 
sprouts. By the average w estern Nebraska planting date 
(June 10 to 16), the mature tubers had lost 13 to 14 per 
cent and the immature tubers 19 to 20 per cent. By July 
2, when weighing was discontinued, these lots had lost 16.2 
and 24.4 per cent respectively. The very heavy shrinkage 
at the end of the storage period was largely due to the de-
velopment of rots, which was most serious in the most im-
mature lots. The tubers from the very late plantings were 
not in the best condition for storage, as is indicated by 
their ver y rapid initial weight losses and their constantly 
greater rate of loss, when compared with the tubers of the 
early-planted stocks. 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
In deciding upon the best planting date for any specified 
area in northwestern Nebraska, the advantages and dis-
advantages of planting at various times must be balanced 
against each other. Briefly stated, early plantings (late 
May and early June ) will generally produce larger yields, 
larger tubers, and tubers less likely to crack in harvesting, 
but the tuber s will have poorer color, will be more elong-
ated, and will contain more scab than will tubers from late 
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plantings (mid-June to early July). With the later plant-
ings the tuber type and color will generally be best and 
scab will be less prevalent, but the total yield will be less, 
the tubers, being more tender, will be damaged more at 
harvest time, the frost risk will be increased, and the 
shrinkage in storage will be greater. 
For the purpose of securing maximum yields of scab-
free and marketable-size potatoes, the most desirable 
planting time appears to be between June 15 and 20 . If 
common scab is not likely to be serious, the best time is prob-
ably between June 5 and 15. If severe scab is almost certain 
to occur, planting after June 20 would be best. In the regions 
of northwestern Nebraska which are cool and high in alti-
tude, plantings should be made toward the beginning of the 
specified date ranges. Thorough seedbed preparation and 
the best storage conditions are especially essential for pro 
curing good stands with late plantings. 
[3 M ] 
